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Abstract The purpose of the study is to determine the content and organizational and pedagogical conditions of professional training of future teachers of physical education for animation activities in secondary schools and involves the development and experimental testing of the relevant conceptual model. For a physical education teacher, animation is a purposeful activity that provides the formation of a spiritually and physically health, socially active personality of a student capable of self-development and self-improvement in the field of leisure. The structural components of the readiness of future physical education teachers for animation activities, which is considered as a systemic quality of personality, are motivational and target, cognitive and content, activity and creative, and reflexive and evaluative. The effectiveness of professional training of future physical education teachers for animation activities in secondary school is ensured by the implementation of a set of organizational and pedagogical conditions, namely: orientation of the content of pedagogical education of future physical education teachers on the formation of readiness for animation activities; directing the practical training of students to the development of skills in the design and organization of animation activities in a secondary school; formation of students' holistic idea of the essence of animation activities by involving them in the developmental animation educational environment.
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1. Introduction

There are many factors leading to the deterioration of health and physical development of children and youth: the decrease of general culture, decline of healthy lifestyles, increasing types of addictive behavior, significant shortcomings in the organization and methods of physical education, placing additional demands on the quality of training of future physical education teachers. One of the ways to solve these problems and improve the educational process in secondary schools is associated with the development of the educational environment of students, improving their leisure and, in particular, with animation activities [1-3].

The need for proper management of animation activities in secondary schools is determined by the fact that animation is an important component of organized leisure of students – free from compulsory activities [4-7]. It is a personally significant and socially useful area of life
of students, which contributes to the humanization of education and enables the active assimilation of social and cultural heritage [8]. Animation activities allow a continuous and diverse pedagogical influence on school-age children, thus ensuring the proper solution of the entire system of tasks of their physical education. Based on creativity, this type of activity forms the skills of interaction, develops the ability to respect and appreciate another person, their opinion, allows them to understand and accept something new and unusual [9]. Quality leisure management involves self-knowledge of the world and oneself, the development of skills and abilities to lead a healthy lifestyle, values to one's health [10]. And a healthy young generation is a guarantee of stable development of the state, one of the factors of its positive international image.

The need to form the readiness of future physical education teachers for animation activities in secondary school acknowledges modern society's requirements for the professional activities of teachers of this profile, which should provide appropriate conditions for comprehensive and harmonious development of the student's personality, including the use of innovative interactive, game technologies and implementation of various animation activities [2,11,12]. In addition, this aspect of the training of physical education teachers largely determines the quality of cultural, educational, physical educational and sportive, health and recreation and management aspects of their work [13,14].

However, the analysis of curricula of higher educational institutions of Ukraine shows that animation activities in the process of training future physical education teachers are not given enough attention. This is manifested in the absence of special disciplines and the necessary practice to ensure the formation of appropriate readiness [15]. The content of animation activities, forms and methods of its teaching are not considered as components of a holistic system. The effectiveness of preparing students for animation activities is reduced due to insufficient organizational and pedagogical conditions [16]. This gives grounds to claim that domestic education not only does not properly use the functionality of the animation phenomenon [9], but also does not provide in Ukraine a full and purposeful training of animators of any profile [10].

We see the solution to this problem in creating a system of professional training of future physical education teachers for animation activities, which would ensure the proper formation of the necessary professional and pedagogical competencies, would allow a graduate to enter the labor market being better prepared, would reduce the period of their adaptation to work at school. The professional training of physical education teachers requires a clear focus on the model, which should not only meet the needs of the school, but also be ahead of them. It is necessary to anticipate the results of training future professionals as competent, professionally ready to work not in five or six years, after graduation, but at least 10-15 years ahead, taking into consideration the development of society and the teaching profession [17].

2. Objectives

The objectives of this article are to present the results of our experimental work related to the formation of future teachers of physical culture readiness for animation activities in secondary schools of Ukraine. In our research, we sought to find answers to the following questions:

I. What are the characteristics of the essence of animation?
II. What components determine the structure of the future physical education teacher's readiness for animation activities?
III. What complex of organizational and pedagogical conditions will ensure the effectiveness of the process of forming the readiness of future physical education teachers for animation activities?

At the same time, this article presents a conceptual model of training future physical education teachers for animation activities in secondary schools of Ukraine.

3. Materials and Methods

The research was conducted on the basis of two higher educational institutions of Ukraine. The pedagogical experiment involved 326 university students and 35 lecturers, as well as 198 secondary school students and 51 physical education teachers.

Theoretical bases of formation of readiness of future teachers of physical education for animation activity were studied by means of the analysis, synthesis, generalization and comparison of the scientific information on a research problem, educational and methodical and normative documentation; modeling of professional training of future physical education teachers for animation activities; comparison of the obtained experimental data.

To form the readiness of future teachers of physical education for animation activities and to test the effectiveness of organizational and pedagogical conditions that ensure the effectiveness of this educational process, a pedagogical experiment was used, supplemented by the necessary observations.

Determination of the complex indicator (CIAA) of the levels of readiness of future teachers for animation activities in secondary school was carried out according to the method by Danylenko [18], which was modified to our study (Table 1).
Table 1. Technology of calculation of the complex indicator of levels of formation of readiness of future teachers for animation activity in secondary school

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Diagnostic tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motivational and target</td>
<td>Value (V)</td>
<td>1. Methods of studying the need to achieve the goal (V1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Questionnaire &quot;Motivation for animation activities&quot; (V2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Questionnaire &quot;Value orientations in the field of leisure and animation&quot; (V3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive and content</td>
<td>Operational (O)</td>
<td>1. Diagnosing future professionals on the level of mastering the basic concepts in the field of animation (O1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Diagnosing future professionals on the level of mastering the main aspects of the organization of animation activities (O2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Map of self-analysis of knowledge and skills on the basics of animation (O3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity and creativity</td>
<td>Personal (P)</td>
<td>1. Methods of self-diagnosis of persistence (P1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Questionnaire &quot;Predisposition to animation activities&quot; (P2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Questionnaire &quot;Study of communicative (P3) and organizational skills&quot; (P4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflexive and evaluative</td>
<td>Resultative (R)</td>
<td>1. Methods for determining levels of self-evaluation (R1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Methods for determining levels of subjective control (R2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Methods of determining levels of self-management (R3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex indicator of the</td>
<td>CIAA =</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>formation of readiness of future</td>
<td>$\frac{MT + CS + AC + RE}{4}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pearson's non-parametric "chi-square" criterion was used to assess the qualitative growth of the level of readiness of future physical education teachers for animation activities in secondary school. Pearson's criterion was determined by formula (1):

$$\chi^2 = \sum \frac{(f - f')^2}{f'},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$\chi^2$ – Pearson's criterion;  
$f$ – actual distribution frequencies;  
$f'$ – expected distribution frequencies.

The obtained value $\chi^2$ was compared with the tabular one, the value of which was chosen according to the degree of freedom and the level of significance [19].

4. Results

4.1. The Essence and Characteristics of Animation Activities

In the scientific literature, one can find different definitions of the concept of "animation", the basis of which is determined by the Latin word ‘anima’ - the soul. In particular, animation is considered as: the formula of "three D": ‘delassiment’ (relaxation), ‘divertissement’ (entertainment) and ‘develop-pement’ (development) [20]; part of the cultural and educational system of society [21]; stimulating full-fledged recreational, social and cultural, educational, cultural and leisure activities of the human [22]; organized process of entertainment and exercise, which provides motor activity and communication [23]; stimulating human vitality by involving it in activity [24].

In UNESCO, social and cultural animation is interpreted as a set of social and cultural practices aimed at stimulating initiative, as well as the participation of individuals in the process of their own development and the global dynamics of social and political life in which they are integrated [25].

Animation, as a professional activity of a physical education teacher, is a complex pedagogical process aimed at creating optimal conditions for learning, education and development (self-development) of the student's personality, choosing opportunities for creative self-expression and self-realization. The essence of animation activity is the organized interaction of its participants in the field of leisure, which allows the formation of spiritually and physically healthy personality, meeting their various interests and needs. With its help, the student masters the surrounding reality and prepares for its transformation. Animation activity removes from amorphousness, allows to turn possible into real, increases the level of freedom, expands the functions of leisure, enriches the meaning of life itself.

In its space, animation helps to adapt the process of
cognition to the individual characteristics of the student, provides a situation of success, an atmosphere of comfort, establishes the psychosomatic balance of personality. The synthesis of animation and educational activities allows the transformation of external experience of knowledge into internal, the transition from abstract to concrete, ideal to real, which allows to give the developmental and cognitive process a more independent character. Thus activity of the student acts as one of psychological and pedagogical mechanisms of mental, social, moral, physical, emotional growth of the person, their entering the culture.

On the one hand, the concept of "animation" emphasizes the spiritual aspect of the relationship among the subjects of the pedagogical process, and on the other - involves active cognitive activity of humanistic, cultural and health orientation. Among the characteristic features that reveal the essence of animation activities, we consider the following:

- voluntariness and initiative - allow conscious self-realization of the student's personality in free time from compulsory activities;
- personal and collective significance - contribute to the creative solution of pedagogical tasks and meet the various needs of the individual and society;
- communicativeness - provides interaction and communication;
- diversity, emotionality and entertainment - allow one to actively stimulate students' motivation;
- complexity and versatility - improve the relationship of theory and practice, provide simultaneous influence on the psychophysiological and motor areas of the student;
- informativeness and representativeness - expand students' worldview, their life experience;
- originality and uniqueness - take into account the interests of each student, national, ethnic and regional characteristics and traditions.

RQ1 Characteristic features that reveal the essence of animation are: voluntariness and initiative, personal and collective significance, communicativeness, diversity, emotionality and entertainment, complexity and versatility, informativeness and representativeness, originality and uniqueness.

Finding out the essential characteristics and content loads of animation activity allows to make better use of its potential opportunities for solving professional and pedagogical tasks. In the context of university education, this makes it possible to purposefully influence both each of the components of the structure of the readiness of future physical education teachers for animation activities, and their preparation for the profession as a whole.

4.2. The Structure of the Readiness of the Future Physical Education Teacher for Animation Activities

In our study, we proceed from the fact that the readiness of future physical education teachers to animation activities in secondary school is an integrative state of personality, its systemic quality, which determines the success of preparation, organization and conduct of animation activities in the educational process. This formulation is based on the analysis of works devoted to the study of scientific approaches to understanding the essence of a person's readiness for pedagogical activity - functional, personal and integrative [26-28]. In addition, the study of the content and structure of readiness of future physical education teachers took into account the peculiarities of professional activity of teachers of this profile, which are primarily related to solving specific professional and pedagogical tasks: forming students' necessary knowledge and motivation for physical and spiritual improvement, strengthening health, development of motor skills, education of physical and personal qualities, increasing the functional capabilities of the body and others [2,13,29]. An important and integral part of the process of determining the structure of readiness of future physical education teachers for animation is the direct study of the content, requirements and direction of the actual animation [6,11,30]. Thus, in the structure of the studied readiness, four interrelated and interdependent components were identified (Fig. 1).

RQ2 The structure of readiness of the future teacher of physical education for animation activity is determined by the following components: motivational and target, cognitive and content, activity and creativity and reflexive and evaluative.

The content of the motivational and target component is determined by the acceptance by future professionals of the goals and objectives of animation activities, a steady interest in its implementation, the desire to increase the level of professional readiness in the field of animation, motivation for professional self-development.
Figure 1. The structure of the readiness of the future physical education teacher for animation activities

The cognitive and content component is represented by a set of professional knowledge on the peculiarities of the organization of animation activities in secondary school, namely: its structural components; ways of implementation, methods and ways of organization in the educational process; conditions that ensure its effectiveness; requirements for the teacher-animator. The content of the activity and creativity component includes a set of professional and pedagogical skills for the implementation of animation activities, in particular: the ability to design animation programs of various orientations and implement them in the educational process; organizational and communication skills; professional qualities that ensure the successful implementation of animation activities, physical abilities, etc. The reflexive and evaluative component includes: the ability of future specialists to assess the level of their own knowledge and skills in the organization of animation activities; ability to independently organize and control the process of knowledge acquisition and their implementation in the practical area.

4.3. Experimental Verification of the Effectiveness of Professional Training of Future Physical Education Teachers for Animation Activities in Secondary School

To establish the compliance of the results of professional training of future physical education teachers with the requirements for their knowledge and skills (competencies) in the field of animation activities in secondary school, criteria and indicators were identified that correspond to each component of readiness (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motivational and target</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Presence of interest in animation activities; awareness of the importance of introducing innovative technologies in the educational process; striving for self-development and raising the level of pedagogical competence in the field of animation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive and content</td>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Availability of special professional knowledge on: characteristic features of animation activity; methods and ways of its organization; development of various forms of animation activities in secondary school, taking into account the age and individual psychological characteristics of students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity and creativity</td>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>Availability of a set of professional and pedagogical skills for the implementation of animation activities; ability to design animation programs of different orientations and implement them in the educational process of schoolchildren; organizational and communication skills, physical qualities, as well as creativity and empathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflexive and evaluative</td>
<td>Resultative</td>
<td>Ability to self-analysis, self-organization, reflection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Dynamics of levels of formation of readiness of future teachers of physical education for animation activity (on a complex indicator)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The level of readiness on complex indicator (CIAA)</th>
<th>Experimental groups (EG)</th>
<th>Control groups (CG)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual frequency, f</td>
<td>Theoretical frequency, f'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>assertion</td>
<td>control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The choice of value, operational, personal and performance criteria was made on the basis of the application of the indicator of validity of information, the essence of which is that the information obtained can be trusted only if it is adequate to the object of measurement. These criteria reflect the theoretical level of description of the readiness of future physical education teachers for animation activities. At the same time, the answers received during the experiment of respondents are specific. The transition from the abstract level to concrete observations is carried out with the help of empirical indicators that ensure the operationalization of theoretical concepts. It is the empirical indicator that is an indicator of the criteria being measured [31,32]. This leads to an understanding of the indicator as a quantitative or qualitative characteristic of a criterion of readiness.

Determining the levels of readiness of future physical education specialists for animation activities in secondary school was carried out on the basis of a complex indicator, the use of which allowed to generalize the distribution of students at high, sufficient, medium and low levels. According to the results of the secondary diagnostics of the levels of readiness of future physical education teachers for animation activities, data were obtained that indicate significant positive dynamics by all criteria (Table 3).

The statistically significant difference between the complex indicators of readiness for animation activities of students of experimental groups before and after the implementation of formative measures ($x^2 = 34.18$), as well as students of control and experimental groups ($x^2 = 15.11$) showed their effectiveness and feasibility.

5. Discussion

The formation of the readiness of future physical education teachers for animation activities was carried out on the basis of the developed conceptual model, which is presented by a set of components and connections among them, which determine the content structure of this pedagogical process. The experimental model consists of the following blocks: 1) target, which contains the purpose and objectives of the educational process; 2) content, which determines the principles, organizational and pedagogical conditions, forms and methods of training; 3) resultative, which reflects the criteria and levels of efficiency of the educational process (Fig. 2).

According to the presented model, the purpose of professional training of future physical education teachers is oriented and directly reflects the result of this complex and long-term process – the readiness of university graduates for animation activities in secondary school. The training tasks specify the purpose and match the components of readiness of future physical education teachers for animation activities, namely: formation of motivation for professional self-development, for the introduction of innovative technologies, as well as interest in the organization of animation activities (motivational and target component), mastering special professional knowledge about the essence of animation activities, ways, methods and conditions of animation activities (cognitive and content component) professional and pedagogical skills in the implementation of animation activities, the development of professional and personal qualities (activity and creativity component), the formation and development of the ability to assess their own knowledge and skills, the ability to organize and independently control them (reflexive and evaluative component).

The planned result provides for a consistent qualitative transformation of the future teacher's personality, the gradual achievement of the appropriate level of professional and pedagogical competence.

The main principles of readiness of future physical education teachers for animation activities in secondary school, in addition to general pedagogical, are defined as: purposefulness, scientifi city, unity of formation of components of readiness, systematicity, consistency, interactivity, contextuality, concentration, consciousness, reflexion and actuality of results.
Development of an experimental model of training future teachers of physical education for animation activities in secondary school required the definition and justification of organizational and pedagogical conditions that ensure the effectiveness of this process. In this case, the organizational and pedagogical conditions are considered as a result of joint actions of participants in the educational process to achieve the goals and objectives of training and the factors influencing its effectiveness [17,26]. Our research gives grounds to determine such organizational and pedagogical conditions for the formation of components of readiness for animation activities, as:

a) orientation of the content of pedagogical training of future physical education teachers on the formation of their readiness for animation activities, which...
provides for its construction in accordance with the content of professional activities and requirements for animators, taking into account the following provisions: structure, logical sequence, scientificity, continuity, practical significance, providing opportunities for general cultural and professional development of personality, individualization and differentiation of education;

b). the direction of practical training of students for the development of skills in designing and organizing animation activities in secondary school, which is achieved by establishing new professionally oriented tasks of introductory, educational and internship practices, the solution of which is ensured by the following principles: continuity and consistency, conscious perspective, increasing difficulties, combination of pedagogical guidance with the development of independence, activity, initiative of students, individual approach, feedback, pedagogical support;

c). formation of students' holistic idea of the essence of animation activity by their involvement in the developmental animation educational environment – a qualitative set of conditions for professional training and development of future physical education teachers, providing: recognition of the priority of self-worth of subjects of educational process, shifting the emphasis on the student's independent activity in the design and implementation of animation activities, taking into account the subjective experience of animation activities of the student, purposeful organization of communicative activity, interpersonal communication, etc.

RQ3 The effectiveness of the process of forming the readiness of future physical education teachers for animation activities will provide a set of such organizational and pedagogical conditions: orientation of the content of pedagogical education of future teachers of physical education on the formation of readiness for animation activities, the direction of practical training of students for the development of skills and abilities in the design and organization of animation activities in secondary school, formation of students' holistic idea of the essence of animation activities by involving them in the developmental animation educational environment.

To implement certain organizational and pedagogical conditions in the process of professional training of future teachers of physical culture, we introduced specially organized forms and methods.

Thus, the first condition was fulfilled due to: end-to-end introduction of modular special courses "Animation in the system of work on prevention of dreadful habits", "Methods of organizing free time of students", "Game technologies in physical activity", which contain lectures, practical classes and seminars, materials for independent work of students; introduction of a separate special course "Animation in physical education", which includes lectures and practical classes, performance of individual research task "Portfolio of the future teacher of physical education".

The implementation of the second organizational and pedagogical condition was provided for the introduction of such forms of work in the process of practical training of future teachers of physical education, as: the creation of an animation-oriented project according to a certain scheme; development of the scenario of the animated event; preparation and holding of animation activities in class and extracurricular time; performing self-analysis of lessons and animation activities; organization of group work "From student to teacher"; preparation of a report for the administration and teaching staff of the secondary school on the topic "Features of the methodology of animation activities during the excursion."

Ensuring the third condition required the participation of students in group work on: the organization of animation activities in higher education for moral and spiritual, patriotic and aesthetic education of future teachers; organization of city holidays; promotion of a healthy lifestyle and prevention of socially dangerous diseases among student youth; development of creative abilities of future teachers of physical education, as well as their participation in various thematic master classes on the latest technologies of animation.

6. Conclusions

In the professional activity of a physical education teacher, animation activity acts as a conscious, purposeful activity, the purpose of which is to create conditions for the formation of a spiritually and physically healthy, socially active personality capable of self-actualization, self-development and self-improvement in leisure. Characteristic features that reveal the essence of animation activities are: voluntariness and initiative; personal and collective significance; communicativeness; diversity, emotionality and entertainment; complexity and versatility; informativeness and representativeness; originality and uniqueness.

The readiness of future physical education teachers for animation activities in secondary school is considered as an integrative state of personality, its systemic quality, which determines the success of preparation, organization and conduct of animation activities in the educational process. The structure of this readiness is determined by the following components: motivational and target (stimulating interest and motivation of students to animation activities); cognitive and content (formation of knowledge, skills and abilities in the organization of animation activities); activity and creativity (presence of a complex of professional and pedagogical skills on
realization of animation activity); reflexive and evaluative (ability to put into practice the acquired knowledge and acquired skills).

The effectiveness of the process of forming the readiness of future teachers for animation activities in secondary school is ensured by the implementation of such organizational and pedagogical conditions as:

- orientation of the content of pedagogical education of future teachers of physical education on the formation of readiness for animation activities;
- the direction of practical training of students for the development of skills and abilities in the design and organization of animation activities in secondary school;
- formation of students' holistic idea of the essence of animation activities by involving them in the developmental animation educational environment.

The model includes three interrelated blocks: the target, which contains the purpose and objectives of the educational process; content, which determines the principles, organizational and pedagogical conditions, forms and methods of training; resultative, which reflects the result of the educational process - the readiness of university graduates for animation activities in secondary school, as well as the criteria and levels of its formation. The theoretical validity and practical effectiveness of the proposed model are experimentally proven, as evidenced, in particular, by the comparison of complex indicators of readiness for animation activities of students of control and experimental groups.

In our opinion, the presented materials of the article will help to better understand the significance and comprehensiveness of the teaching profession, provide some guidelines for further improvement of professional training of future physical education teachers, which will ultimately help to solve the problem of training animators in Ukraine.
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